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Abstract—This paper proposes an original model for
supercapacitors that takes into account both calendar aging
and cycling aging. This model is based on a series of recent
experiments conducted in various research laboratories on
the same technology (Maxwell Technology) and serves to
represent the degradation of Equivalent Series Resistance
and capacitance. We show that an accurate aging model
is critical to the design of an Energy Storage System that
optimizes the economic life cycle cost. Such an optimization
is especially applicable for smoothing in offshore systems
like Direct Wave Energy Converters, which require both
cost reduction and high reliability. The influence of an
aging model in the sizing process is investigated towards
the end of this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Supercapacitors, also known as Electric Double-Layer
Capacitors, ultracapacitors or Electrochemical Double-
Layer Capacitors (EDLC), cannot compete with batteries
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in terms of energy density, yet their much longer cycling
life, power density and operating temperature range make
them an energy storage option to be seriously considered
in many applications, whether mobile [1] or stationary
[2].

To ensure enduring performance over its lifetime,
supercapacitor reliability must be quantified by means
of accelerated aging tests and/or application of an ag-
ing model. Many laboratories and manufacturers have
conducted calendar and cycling aging tests [3]–[10].
The present paper uses these tests in order to build an
advanced aging model for supercapacitors. This model
is then implemented to size an Energy Storage System
(ESS) for a Direct Wave Energy Converter (DWEC)
and compared to the application of conventional aging
models.

Power fluctuation minimization is one of the keys for
developing direct electricity production from fluctuating
renewable energies, especially in the case of direct wave
energy conversion, where the output power is strongly
pulsating. The problem herein is to satisfy a power
quality constraint, e.g. the flicker [11], so as to ensure
grid integration thanks to supercapacitor energy storage
systems.

In our case, the studied DWEC is the SEAREV
[12][13] (see figure 1); it consists of a completely en-
closed floating buoy with an embedded pendular wheel.
Excitation forces from the swell on the buoy generate rel-
ative motion between the float and the wheel; this oscil-
lating motion is then damped in order to produce energy.
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Fig. 1. Main diagram of the SEAREV Direct Wave Energy Converter
with a Supercapacitor Power Smoothing System

Damping is ensured by a three-phase Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Generator (PMSG) connected to a back-
to-back converter. The PMSG is a surface permanent
magnet, low-speed high-torque machine with 124 pole
pairs; its design has been optimized to minimize the per-
kWh production cost [13]. The back-to-back converter is
composed of: a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) inverter
connected to the PMSG, for controlling damping; a
PWM-inverter connected to the grid, for regulating the
DC bus voltage and supplying the grid with power; and a
chopper connected to the supercapacitors, for smoothing
electrical power output (see figure 1).

II. LIFETIME CALENDAR MODEL

A. Electrical model

The electrical model chosen to represent a super-
capacitor is the series connection of a capacitance C
and resistance ESR (Equivalent Series Resistance). The
temperature dependence of these parameters has not
been considered herein. More complex models exist,
yet this simplified one is sufficient to compute losses
with the level of precision required for a sizing process.
Moreover, these electrical parameters are given in the
manufacturer’s datasheet.

B. Classical Eyring’s Law

The classical aging model for supercapacitors is
Eyring’s Law, which yields the lifetime. For our pur-
poses, the lifetime is considered when the capacity C
is reduced by 20 % or the resistance ESR is doubled.
Calendar tests are performed to determine the parameters
of this equation. Voltage and temperature remain constant

over time in these tests.

Tlife (V, θc) = T reflife · exp

(
ln(2)

θrefc − θc
θ0

)

× exp

(
ln(2)

V ref − V
V0

) (1)

where Tlife is the lifetime in hours, θc the case
temperature, and V the voltage across the component.
θ0 and V0 are the respective decreases in temperature
and voltage necessary to double the lifetime. T reflife is
the lifetime, in hours, for a case temperature of θrefc
(here, the maximum operating temperature, 65 °C) with
a voltage of V ref (here, the rated voltage, 2.7 V).

We deduce from (1) a dynamical aging model which
leads to the same result. The hypothesis introduced at this
time is that degradation speed is solely dependent on V
and θc. With Equation (1), we have defined a variable
State-of-Aging SoA to represent the aging over time.
The value is 0 initially and reaches 1 at the end of the
lifetime:

dSoA

dt
(V, θc) =

1

Tlife (V, θc)
(2)

In this paper, we will consider the Maxwell technol-
ogy. Several laboratories have conducted calendar tests
and deduced the corresponding parameters [3]–[8]. Some
results are shown in Table I.

TABLE I. COMPARISONS OF LIFETIME EXPECTANCY
ACCORDING TO MANUFACTURER AND LABORATORY MODELS FOR

MAXWELL TECHNOLOGY (350 F, 2600 F OR 3000 F)

θ0 V0 T ref
life

Maxwell datasheets [3] - - 1500 h
LUSAC [4] 8.7 K - 1550 h

IMS [5] - 100 mV 1910 h
RWTH [6] 10 K 100 mV 1500 h

PSI [7] 10 K 95 mV 1450 h
Ampère [8] 8.6 K 87 mV 1500 h

Tlife (2.7V, 25 ◦C) Tlife (0V, 70 ◦C)
Maxwell datasheets [3] 10 years 4 years

LUSAC [4] 4.3 years* -
IMS [5] - -

RWTH [6] 2.7 years* 16×106 years*

PSI [7] 2.6 years* 42×106 years*

Ampère [8] 4.4 years* 260×106 years*
*These values correspond to extrapolations.

C. Accounting for high-temperature, low-voltage aging

We notice that there is a huge difference between
models extrapolations and datasheet value in the last
column of table I which represent a low-voltage high-
temperature case. The model presented in (2) cannot
explain aging when the supercapacitor is fully discharged



and the storage temperature is high. So we modify the
equation in order to model this phenomenon.

dSoA

dt
=

1

T reflife

· exp

(
ln(2)

θc − θrefc
θ0

)

×

exp

(
ln(2)

V − V ref

V0

)
+K

 (3)

where K is a dimensionless constant that replaces the
voltage term whenever voltage is low. This adjustment is
arbitrary and must be considered with caution: others
low-voltage experiments are necessary to confirm or
rebut this model.

A total of 23 calendar experiments from [3]–[9]
have been examined for the purpose of optimizing the
four parameters (T reflife, θ0, V0 and K). Regression is
applied on log(Tlife). Results are shown in Table II. The
comparison between model and experimental outputs is
presented in figure 2. The coefficient of determination
(R2) is equal to 96 % (on a logarithmic scale), which
means that 96 % of the variations in lifetime for these
23 tests can be explained by our model.
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Fig. 2. Calendar lifetime as a function of voltage for four case
temperatures (70 °C, 65 °C, 50 °C and 30 °C): Comparison between
the model and experiments from [3]–[9]

TABLE II. PARAMETERS FOR THE CALENDAR AGING MODEL
AND LIFETIME EXPECTANCY

θ0 7.7 K
V0 89 mV
K 29.10−3

T ref
life 1470 h
V ref 2.7 V
θrefc 65 °C

Tlife (2.7V, 25 °C) 5.9 years
Tlife (0V, 70 °C) 3.7 years

III. INCORPORATING POWER CYCLING INTO THE

MODEL

Given the small number of fully-documented cycling
aging tests in the literature and aging mechanisms that
differ somewhat from one manufacturer to the next,
the experiments used to build this model have been
conducted with similar supercapacitor cells (2600 F and
3000 F from Maxwell Technologies). The 8 experiments
referred to in this paper have all been conducted in two
French laboratories: Ampère Laboratory [8][9] and IMS
Laboratory [5][14].

A. Degradation of electrical parameters as a function of
aging

The two electrical parameters C and ESR change
with age. Two distinct phases are observed: an initial
burning phase, and a linear phase [15]. We propose
herein to model just the linear phase with the capacitance
and conductance (i.e. the inverse of ESR) parameters,
which decrease linearly with the State-of-Aging variable
SoA (in proportion with time at constant voltage and
temperature). Similar hypotheses have been previously
adopted in [6][13].

C = C0 (0.95− 0.15 SoA) (4)

ESR−1 = ESR−10 (1− 0.3 SoA) (5)

where C0 and ESR0 are respectively the initial values
of C and ESR.

Four experiments were used to derive this law. The
level of agreement between experiment and model is
shown in figure 3. The quick burning phase at the
time of startup is not taken into account, hence the
capacity changes instantaneously from 100 % to 95 %
at SoA = 0. The ratio between the speeds with which
relative resistance and relative capacitance decrease is
equal to 2 for our model. This ratio lies between 1.5 and
2 in [6] and equals 2.5 in [13].

B. Thermal model

The self-heating effect is very important because the
degradation rate accelerates exponentially with respect
to temperature. The thermal time constant of the cell
(around 1900 s for the BCAP3000 cell) is considered
herein to be high enough relative to the time cycle
(typically a few tens of seconds) so as to neglect case
temperature variations. In order to determine the case
temperature of the elements, we thus introduce a simple
static thermal model:

θc = θa +Rthca < ESR · I(t)2 > (6)
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Fig. 3. Evolution of electrical parameters input into the electrical
model in the (Relative conductance - Relative capacitance) plane:
Comparison between model and experiments [5][8][9][14].

where θa is the ambient temperature, Rthca the ther-
mal resistance of the element, and I the current flowing
through the component.

C. Calendar aging model applied to cycling tests

With the above calendar model (equations (3), (4), (5)
and (6)), aging during the cycling test can be simulated.

During cycling tests, the waveforms of current I(t)
and voltage V (t) depend on aging due to their depen-
dence on electrical parameters C and ESR. Conse-
quently, the RMS (Root Mean Square) current, losses
and self-heating all depend on the State-of-Aging.

To predict a lifetime, it is necessary to compute
cycling with different States-of-Aging. The method used
in this paper is a simple adaptive step-size resolution with
an aging resolution of ∆SoA = 1%; it is illustrated in
figure 4.

D. Aging dependence in an RMS current

Let’s begin by comparing these simulations with the
results obtained from the 8 experiments. It should be
noted that the recovery during stoppage has not been
considered, as recommended by the manufacturer [16].

The residuals are too important to consider that the
model used is sufficient: the results from the cycling
tests are between 20 and 200 smaller than lifetime from
simulations (see figure 5). Let’s define an accelerator
factor k

(i)
acc for each experiment i that represents the

acceleration due to the cycling test as compared to an
equivalent calendar aging. This accelerator is defined by:

k(i)acc =
T̃
(i)
life

T
(i)
life

(7)

Tlife = t

SoA ≥ 1 

V(t) θc

<dSoA/dt>

Aging model

Electrical and thermal 
simulation of a cycle

SoA = 0
t = 0

C(C0, SoA)
ESR(ESR0, SoA)

CESR

 t = t + ΔSoA / <dSoA/dt>
SoA = SoA + ΔSoA

Cycle 
definition

Fig. 4. Method for computing lifetime Tlife with the evolution in
capacitance C and ESR: A simple adaptive step-size method (with
∆SoA = 1%)

where T̃
(i)
life is the theoretical result obtained with

the calendar aging model, and T
(i)
life is the result for

experiment i.

Figure 5 shows the 8 values for k(i)acc as a function
of the relative RMS current (IRMS/C0): Clearly, k(i)acc is
dependent on this value. The RMS current dependency
has already been investigated in [9].
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Fig. 5. Acceleration of aging vs. calendar model results as a function
of relative RMS current across the component at a 50 % State-of-
Aging

An enhanced model is thus being proposed here, as



inspired by [9]:

dSoA

dt
=

1

T reflife

· exp

(
ln(2)

θc − θrefc
θ0

)

×

exp

(
ln(2)

V − V ref

V0

)
+K


× exp

(
kRMS

ĨRMS

C0

)
(8)

where ĨRMS is an approximation of the RMS current
flowing through the component.

The computation of ĨRMS involves a three-step pro-
cedure:

1) Compute the square current (9),
2) Then, filter it with a first-order low-pass filter and

time constant τfilter (10),
3) Finally, take the root square of the result (11).

x(t) = I(t)2 (9)

Y (s) =
X(s)

1 + τfilters
(10)

ĨRMS(t) =
√
y(t) (11)

where X(s) and Y (s) are respectively the Laplace
transform of x(t) and y(t), two intermediate variables
expressed in a unit of A2.

The two additional parameters krms and τfilter are
optimized to fit the experimental data. All these model
parameters are listed in Table III. The comparison be-
tween data recorded and model output is shown in
figure 6.

The coefficient of determination (71 %) is less than
that for the calendar model, which gives rise to several
explanations:

• Model imperfection (including the choice of
ĨRMS as an explanatory parameter)

• A precise knowledge of experimental parameters:
ambient temperature, cycle definition, evolution
in electrical parameters during testing

• Component variability.

IV. SIZING OF AN ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM

A sea-state is described by its significant wave height
Hs and peak wave period Tp; this state provides im-
portant information on the power source, such as wind
speed for wind turbines. Let’s consider herein a unique

TABLE III. PARAMETERS INPUT INTO THE CYCLING AGING
MODEL

θ0 7.7 K
V0 89 mV
K 29.10−3

T ref
life 1470 h
V ref 2.7 V
θref 65 °C
kRMS 68 s.V−1

τfilter 45 s
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sea-state, adopted as the design sea-state: Hs = 2.5 m
and Tp = 8 s. The energy produced with this sea-state
(average power: 190 kW) over 13 years corresponds to
the energy produced by the system over 20 years at the
Yeu Island site (France).

A. Electrical Model of the Energy Storage System

The Energy Storage System (ESS), as described
in figure 1, will be composed of NCells Maxwell
BCAP3000 reference cells (C0 = 3000 F, VRated = 2.7 V
and ESR0 = 0.29 mΩ). The series and parallel connec-
tions of these elements allow adjusting the rated voltage
and total size of the ESS. This model is the same whether
for the entire system or an individual element, i.e.: a
capacity CESS in series with an equivalent series resis-
tance ESRESS . All cells are assumed to be identical.
The voltage at the capacity terminal is denoted VESS
(capacitive voltage), while the current flowing through
the system is denoted IESS .

The energy stored in the ESS ESto, the rated system
energy ERated and system losses PLoss are then all easy



to compute for each time step:

ESto =
1

2
· CESS · V 2

ESS

= NCells ·
1

2
· C · V 2

(12)

ERated =
1

2
· CESS0 · V 2

ESS Rated

= NCells ·
1

2
· C0 · V 2

Rated

(13)

PLoss = CESS · ESRESS ·
P 2
Sto

2ESto

= C · ESR ·
P 2
Sto

2ESto

(14)

where PSto is the power in the ESS.

B. Objective and power control of the Energy Storage
System

The Energy Storage System is necessary to satisfy the
flicker constraint. The long-term flicker severity Plt for a
wave farm is 0.25, according to French rules for an HTA
Grid (distribution grid between 1 kV and 50 kV, typically
20 kV).

We are assuming herein that the flicker severity for
a Wave Energy Converter farm can be computed under
the same hypothesis as for the wind turbine farm in [17].
The total long-term flicker severity Plt for a farm with
Ni converters and the same individual long-term severity
Plti is assumed to equal: Plt =

√
Ni · Plti.

Let’s now assume a situation with 10 productive units;
then, the limit for each unit would be: 0.25/

√
10 =

0.079. This constraint will be used to size the individ-
ual Energy Storage System (ESS), which is controlled
individually.

Let’s also assume that the grid has a short-circuit
apparent power of 50 MVA and a grid impedance angle
of 60 °, both of which are typical values for a weak
medium-voltage grid. In order to limit grid current, the
grid reactive power production is set to: QGrid = 0.

The energy policy requires information on the energy
in the ESS; it is considered that this energy can be
deduced from the value of capacitive voltage VESS , with
no information on the SoA or value of CESS :

ẼSto =
1

2
· 0.8 · CESS0 · V 2

ESS (15)

where ẼSto is the estimated energy in the storage
system when considering the capacitive voltage. It is
important to note that this value is always underestimated
whenever SoA < 1.
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↓

PGrid →

PProd
˜

PSto
*

PProd →
Flicker 

constraint

Ocean Wave Energy 
Converter

Wave-storage system

Storage

Production
Grid

Power-Energy
Management

Smoothing

Fig. 7. Power smoothing with Energy Storage to satisfy a flicker
constraint

The production power PProd is filtered using the
Energy Storage System via a very simple control strat-
egy: grid power PGrid has a linear relationship with the
estimated energy contained in the ESS:

PGrid =
ẼSto − ẼMin

τSto
(16)

PGrid =
0.8 · CESS0
CESS

ESto − EMin

τSto
(17)

where ẼMin is the minimum estimated energy in the
ESS, EMin the minimum energy in the ESS, and τSto a
time constant used to define the energy policy.

Storage power PSto can therefore be expressed as:

dESto
dt

= PSto

= PProd −
0.8 · CESS0
CESS

ESto − EMin

τSto

(18)

These equations are illustrated in figure 7.

This control strategy ensures energy limitations when-
ever power production PProd is bounded, and such is the
case here with 0 ≤ PProd ≤ PMax = 1.1 MW. These
limitations are:

EMin =
CESS

0.8 · CESS0
ẼMin

=
1

2
· CESS · V 2

ESSMin

(19)

EMax = EMin +
CESS

0.8 · CESS0
· τSto · PMax

=
1

2
· CESS ·

(
V 2
ESSMin +

2 · τSto · PMax

0.8 · CESS0

)
=

1

2
· CESS · V 2

ESSMax

(20)

where EMin and EMax are the boundaries for energy
(proportional to CESS , hence dependent on SoA), and
VESSMin and VESSMax the boundaries for capacity



voltage (independent of CESS and therefore of SoA).
To limit aging, the maximum voltage allowed is limited:
VMax = 2.5 V.

The Laplace transformation of Equation (18) yields
a relationship between power production and grid power
as follows:

PGrid(s)

PProd(s)
=

1

1 +
CESS

0.8 · CESS0
· τSto · s

(21)

=
1

1 + τ ′Sto · s
(22)

where PGrid(s) and PProd(s) are respectively the
Laplace transform of PGrid(t) and PProd(t), and τ ′Sto =
(CESS)/(0.8 · CESS0) · τSto is the time constant of the
equivalent filter. Production is then smoothed by a first-
order low-pass filter.

As could have been predicted, the filter functions
better with a new ESS (filter constant time = τSto/0.8)
rather than with an older ESS (at the end of ESS life,
filter constant time = τSto). The variable τSto is chosen
to satisfy the constraint limit in the worst case.

Figure 8 shows, for the same production, the effect of
aging on both the grid power and voltage. Let’s remark
that the difference between grid power in both cases
is small. Each time simulation lasts 30 minutes and is
repeated 100 times in order to compute the lifetime, as
explained in figure 4 and shown in figure 9.
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The risk of thermal runaway is present at the end
of the lifetime due to the fact that self-heating is pro-
portional to ESR and therefore its increase tends to

accelerate. Figure 9 shows aging SoA, the evolution
in losses and degradation speed vs. time. Let’s point
out that the acceleration in aging near the end of the
lifetime is not very significant. A good approximation
for computing losses and degradation speed seems to
calculate these values at system midlife (SoA = 0.5).
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Fig. 9. State of Aging: average loss of power and degradation speed
vs. time for an energy rating of 2 kWh (with 3 replacements during
the 13 years)

C. Life cycle model

The goal of this model is to determine the siz-
ing that minimizes total lifetime cost; this cost takes
into account the price of losses using a feed-in tariff
set at 0.15¤/kWh, with the initial investment costing
20 k¤/kWh (corresponding to approximately 20¤/kF
according to this technology) and a proportional replace-
ment cost that considers the price of the new storage
system.

Clife(k¤) = 20 · (1 +Nreplace) · ERated(kWh)

+ 0.15 10−3 · Ploss(kW) · 8766(h) · 13(years)
(23)

where Nreplace is the number of replacements and
has been assumed here as a continuous variable to
improve the precision of results. In reality, this number
is obviously an integer.

This model does not take into account either the
intervention cost or production losses during failure, both
of which can be considerable in an offshore system.

For each energy rating, the evolution in losses and
degradation is computed as described in the previous
section, thus yielding a computation of the life cycle
cost. Results are shown in figure 10. The red zone



corresponds to insufficient energy with respect to the
flicker constraint, while the dark green zone indicates the
initial investment, the light green zone the replacement
cost, and the yellow zone the ESS losses. The first
figure corresponds to no use of an aging model, while
the second figure displays a conventional aging model
(without current) as well as the enhanced model proposed
herein. Let’s focus on two specific energy rating values:
the economic optimum with the conventional model
(marked with a circle) and then with the enhanced model
(marked with a cross).
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Fig. 10. Lifetime cost as a function of energy rating with three
models: no consideration of aging, use of the conventional calendar
model, and use of our enhanced model that takes current into account.
The economic optimum with a conventional aging model is marked
by a circle and the optimum obtained with the enhanced model is
marked by a cross.

The minimum sizing to satisfy the flicker constraint
depends on the sea-state, yet in all proposed sizing
configurations, the energy amount is quite sufficient.

Let’s note the importance of the aging model in
the sizing process: without the enhanced model, the
choice involves, above all else, a tradeoff between losses
and investment; on the other hand, with the enhanced
model, the choice becomes a tradeoff between investment
and replacement. Furthermore, the optimum with the
enhanced model corresponds to a sizing whose lifetime
equals the useful life (13 years here): Nreplace is canceled
out exactly with the optimum.

The robustness of the third optimum with the model is
much higher than for the other two. Yet many uncertain-
ties still remain: the aging model (naturally) with its set
of input parameters, e.g. ambient temperature, in addition
to the behavior of balancing circuits [18], component

variability, maximum voltage or even thermal exchanges
into the ESS [19]. Clearly, the larger the ESS, the more
robust the life cycle cost.

V. CONCLUSION

The enhanced aging model presented in this paper has
been built on the basis of several experiments conducted
by the manufacturer or other laboratories. This model is
able to explain cycling test results by taking into account
the dependence of current on aging speed, in addition to
the classical self-heating behavior.

This model was then applied to size an energy
storage system for a Direct Wave Energy Converter.
To satisfy the flicker constraint, it proved essential to
smooth the power production, which led to the possibility
of grid compliance. A simple energy management law
was adopted in order to filter the power while ensuring
a limited voltage range. In this case, the number of
cycles turned out to be very high. This study has been
compared with other hypotheses regarding aging. Results
have demonstrated the advantages of an enhanced model
for such a study, especially in the case of high power
fluctuations and reliability requirements, which would be
typical for DWEC.

The purpose of sizing is to minimize life cycle
costs. A proposed formulation of this cost takes into
account investment, replacement and losses. The final
life cycle cost of around 90 k¤ seems to be admissible,
representing an impact on energy costs of 4¤ per MWh.

To further decrease this cost, several solutions can
be studied: switching technologies, a greater use of
supercapacitors (even if the capacity drop exceeds 20 %),
or improved energy management [20].

Let’s point out however that the optimum is not
always robust. This problem includes many sources of
uncertainty, and a decision must be made (in terms of
sizing selection): decision theory provides the typical
tool to help quantify the robustness of a decision and
the acceptable level of risk [21].

This study is only part of the design of a complete
electric conversion chain that takes lifetime into account
[22][23]. In the case of DWEC, other more efficient
control strategies are available [24], though these would
also be more stringent in terms of power fluctuation and
hence in terms of flicker and fatigue cycling in super-
capacitors. The influence of such control strategies for
recovery modes should be considered in future research
on this topic.
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NOMENCLATURE

C Capacity of the supercapacitor [F]
C0 Initial value of C [F]
CESS Capacity of the supercapacitor [F]
CESS0 Initial value of CESS [F]
Clife Life cost [¤]
ESR Equivalent Series Resistance of the

supercapacitor [Ω]
ESR0 Initial value of ESR [Ω]
ESRESS Equivalent Series Resistance of the En-

ergy Storage System [Ω]
ESRESS0 Initial value of ESRESS [Ω]
ESto Energy stored in the Energy Storage Sys-

tem [J]
Hs Significant height of a sea-state (2.5 m

here) [m]
I Current flowing through the cell [A]
IESS Current flowing through the Energy Stor-

age System [A]
ĨRMS Estimation of the root mean square cur-

rent flowing through the cell [A]
K Constant parameter for the aging law [-]
k
(i)
acc Acceleration factor between calendar ag-

ing model computation and test results
[-]

kRMS Constant parameter for the aging law
[s.V−1]

NCells Equivalent number of BCAP3000 in the
Energy Storage System [-]

NReplace Number of Energy Storage System re-
placements during the useful life of the
entire system [-]

Plt Long-term flicker severity [-]
PGrid Grid power (after smoothing) [W]
PLoss Power losses in the Energy Storage Sys-

tem [W]
PProd Production power (before smoothing)

[W]
PSto Stored power in the Energy Storage Sys-

tem [W]
Rthca Thermal resistance between the case and

the ambient temperature [K.W−1]
SoA State-of-Aging: equal to 0 at the begin-

ning and reaches 1 when C = 0.8 C0 or
ESR = 2 ESR0 [-]

Tlife(V, θc) Lifetime with a terminal voltage of the
capacity V and case temperature θc [h]

T reflife Reference lifetime for a reference case
condition T reflife = Tlife(V

ref , θrefc ), a
constant parameter for the aging model
[h]

T
(i)
life Lifetime measured for experiment i [h]

T̃
(i)
life Estimation thanks to an aging model of

the lifetime for experiment i [h]
Tp Peak period of a sea-state (8 s here) [s]
V Capacitive voltage of the cell [V]
V ref Reference value for V (2.7 V here) [V]
V0 Constant parameter for the aging law [V]
VESS Capacitive voltage of the cell [V]
VRated Rated capacitive voltage of the cell

(2.7 V here) [V]
∆SoA Aging resolution for the lifetime estima-

tions (1 % here) [-]
θ0 Constant parameter for the aging law [K]
θa Ambient temperature [°C]
θc Case temperature of the cell [°C]
θrefc Reference value for θc (65 °C) [°C]
τfilter Time constant of the filter used to com-

pute ĨRMS (in seconds)
τSto Time constant of the smoothing filter

applied by the Energy Storage System
with its energy policy (in seconds)
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